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Safe for use on monochrome CCD's, scanners, optical mirrors and other sensitive electronic and photographic image-forming
surfaces when used as directed.

1. Photo-Solutions E WIPE Cleaning pad 24pck (Ref: 58-BEWDCS) Price (Incl. GST):  $44.00

Safe for use on monochrome CCD's, scanners, optical mirrors and other sensitive electronic and photographic image-forming
surfaces when used as directed.

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions

2. Photo-Solutions PEC-PAD 10cm 4x4" 10  sh` (Ref: 58-PAD4410) Price (Incl. GST):  $7.70

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions. PEC*PADs are extremely strong,

3. Photo-Solutions PEC-PAD 10cm 4x4" 100 sh` (Ref: 58-PAD44100) Price (Incl. GST):  $16.50

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions. PEC*PADs are extremely strong,

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions. PEC*PADs are extremely strong,

4. Photo-Solutions PEC-PAD 10cm 4x4" 1200sh` (Ref: 58-PAD441200) Price (Incl. GST):  $143.00

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions. PEC*PADs are extremely strong,

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions. PEC*PADs are extremely strong,
4x4" 25 sheet pack

5. Photo-Solutions PEC-PAD 10cm 4x4" 25  sh` (Ref: 58-PAD4425) Price (Incl. GST):  $9.90

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions. PEC*PADs are extremely strong,
4x4" 25 sheet pack

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions. PEC*PADs are extremely strong,

6. Photo-Solutions PEC-PAD 23cm 9x9" 25  sh` (Ref: 58-PAD9925) Price (Incl. GST):  $16.50

PEC*PADs are the ideal photo wipes for those who hate photowipes! Until PEC*PADs came along, photowipes fell apart, left
lint and scratched emulsions. PEC*PADs are extremely strong,

Sensor Check helps you clean any dust and debris on your camera Sensor helping you eliminate the need to digitally remove
dust and spots from your images.

7. Photo-Solutions Sensor check (Ref: 58-SENSORCHK) Price (Incl. GST):  $66.00

Sensor Check helps you clean any dust and debris on your camera Sensor helping you eliminate the need to digitally remove
dust and spots from your images.

BRUSHOFF™ is unlike any other sensor brush on the market. The BRUSHOFF design evolved from a NASA design and
engineered to meet their rigorous requirements and specifications

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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8. Photo-Solutions BRUSHOFF (Ref: 58-BOFF) Price (Incl. GST):  $102.86

BRUSHOFF™ is unlike any other sensor brush on the market. The BRUSHOFF design evolved from a NASA design and
engineered to meet their rigorous requirements and specifications

Our new Digital Survival Kit is all you need to keep your sensors and optics clean while on the road. The kit comes in a nylon
pouch which has a belt loop on the back side.

9. Photo-Solutions Digital Survival Kit Type1 Eclipse (Ref: 58-DSK1E) Price (Incl. GST):  $55.00

Our new Digital Survival Kit is all you need to keep your sensors and optics clean while on the road. The kit comes in a nylon
pouch which has a belt loop on the back side.

Our new Digital Survival Kit is all you need to keep your sensors and optics clean while on the road. The kit comes in a nylon
pouch which has a belt loop on the back side.

10. Photo-Solutions Digital Survival Kit Type2 Eclipse (Ref: 58-DSK2E) Price (Incl. GST):  $55.00

Our new Digital Survival Kit is all you need to keep your sensors and optics clean while on the road. The kit comes in a nylon
pouch which has a belt loop on the back side.

Our new Digital Survival Kit is all you need to keep your sensors and optics clean while on the road. The kit comes in a nylon
pouch which has a belt loop on the back side.

11. Photo-Solutions Digital Survival Kit Type3 Eclipse (Ref: 58-DSK3E) Price (Incl. GST):  $55.00

Our new Digital Survival Kit is all you need to keep your sensors and optics clean while on the road. The kit comes in a nylon
pouch which has a belt loop on the back side.

The new PRO DIGITAL SURVIVAL KIT is available in Eclipse and E2 versions and in each of the three sensor swab sizes.
Confirm you camera requirement prior to ordering.

12. Photo-Solutions Digital Kit Pro Type 1 Eclipse (Ref: 58-DSKP1E) Price (Incl. GST):  $187.00

The new PRO DIGITAL SURVIVAL KIT is available in Eclipse and E2 versions and in each of the three sensor swab sizes.
Confirm you camera requirement prior to ordering.

The new PRO DIGITAL SURVIVAL KIT is available in Eclipse each of the three sensor swab sizes. Confirm you camera
requirement prior to ordering.

13. Photo-Solutions Digital Kit Pro Type 2 Eclipse (Ref: 58-DSKP2E) Price (Incl. GST):  $187.00

The new PRO DIGITAL SURVIVAL KIT is available in Eclipse each of the three sensor swab sizes. Confirm you camera
requirement prior to ordering.

The new PRO DIGITAL SURVIVAL KIT is available in each of the three sensor swab sizes. Confirm you camera requirement
prior to ordering.

14. Photo-Solutions Digital Kit Pro Type 3 Eclipse (Ref: 58-DSKP3E) Price (Incl. GST):  $187.00

The new PRO DIGITAL SURVIVAL KIT is available in each of the three sensor swab sizes. Confirm you camera requirement
prior to ordering.

For CCD & CMOS ECLIPSE lens cleaner is the highest purity lens cleaner available, containing less than 5 parts per million
(ppm) of contamination (the whitish residue left after evaporation) 

15. Photo-Solutions ECLIPSE  cleaner & appl tip 2oz (Ref: 58-ECDCS) Price (Incl. GST):  $18.70

For CCD & CMOS ECLIPSE lens cleaner is the highest purity lens cleaner available, containing less than 5 parts per million
(ppm) of contamination (the whitish residue left after evaporation) 

Sensor Swab Plus are designed for cleaning CCD/CMOS chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging
surfaces. Clean room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

16. Photo-Solutions -SENSOR-SWAB Plus Type 1 E2     4pk (Ref: 58-SS+1E2) Price (Incl. GST):  $22.00 On Special  (usually $33.00 )

Sensor Swab Plus are designed for cleaning CCD/CMOS chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging
surfaces. Clean room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

Sensor Swab Plus are designed for cleaning CCD/CMOS chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging
surfaces. Clean room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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17. Photo-Solutions SENSOR-SWAB Plus Type1 Eclipse 4pk (Ref: 58-SS+1E4) Price (Incl. GST):  $34.10

Sensor Swab Plus are designed for cleaning CCD/CMOS chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging
surfaces. Clean room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

Sensor Swab Plus are designed for cleaning CCD/CMOS chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging
surfaces. Clean room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

18. Photo-Solutions SENSOR-SWAB Plus Type2 Eclipse 4pk (Ref: 58-SS+2E4) Price (Incl. GST):  $34.10

Sensor Swab Plus are designed for cleaning CCD/CMOS chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging
surfaces. Clean room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

Sensor Swab Plus are designed for cleaning CCD/CMOS chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging
surfaces. Clean room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

19. Photo-Solutions SENSOR-SWAB Plus Type3 Eclipse 4pk (Ref: 58-SS+3E4) Price (Incl. GST):  $34.10

Sensor Swab Plus are designed for cleaning CCD/CMOS chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging
surfaces. Clean room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

Sensor Swabs™ are designed for cleaning CCD chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging surfaces. Clean
room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

20. Photo-Solutions SENSOR-SWAB Type 1 (12 pack) (Ref: 58-SS1BOXDCS) Price (Incl. GST):  $77.00

Sensor Swabs™ are designed for cleaning CCD chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging surfaces. Clean
room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

Sensor Swabs™ are designed for cleaning CCD chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging surfaces. Clean
room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

21. Photo-Solutions SENSOR-SWAB Type 2 (12 pack) (Ref: 58-SS2BOXDCS) Price (Incl. GST):  $77.00

Sensor Swabs™ are designed for cleaning CCD chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging surfaces. Clean
room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

Sensor Swabs™ are designed for cleaning CCD chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging surfaces. Clean
room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

22. Photo-Solutions SENSOR-SWAB Type 3 (12 pack) (Ref: 58-SS3BOXDCS) Price (Incl. GST):  $77.00

Sensor Swabs™ are designed for cleaning CCD chips and other delicate or hard to reach optical and imaging surfaces. Clean
room manufactured and sealed, these swabs are the ultimate in purity.

PEC-12 is a non-water based film and print cleaner which removes virtually all non-water based stains from color and B&W
slides, negatives and prints

23. Photo-Solutions PEC-12 Dropper 2oz (59ml) (Ref: 58-PECBTL) Price (Incl. GST):  $15.40

PEC-12 is a non-water based film and print cleaner which removes virtually all non-water based stains from color and B&W
slides, negatives and prints

PEC-12, Photographic Emulsion Cleaner is available in a convenient 4 ounce pump spray. PEC-12 is a non-water based film
and print cleaner which removes virtually all non-water based stains from color and B&W slides, negatives and prints. 

24. Photo-Solutions PEC-12 Pump Spray 4oz (118ml) (Ref: 58-PECDCS) Price (Incl. GST):  $30.80

PEC-12, Photographic Emulsion Cleaner is available in a convenient 4 ounce pump spray. PEC-12 is a non-water based film
and print cleaner which removes virtually all non-water based stains from color and B&W slides, negatives and prints. 

PEC-12, Photographic Emulsion Cleaner 946mL refill.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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25. Photo-Solutions PEC-12 Refill 32oz (946ml) (Ref: 58-PECQTDCS) Price (Incl. GST):  $154.00

PEC-12, Photographic Emulsion Cleaner 946mL refill.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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